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Neutrality

Is the e-commerce platform owned or controlled by large buyers or suppliers?•	
You should consider:  •	
The risk of conflicting interests between owners and users of an e-commerce 
platform.
ShipServ is dedicated to remaining neutral and independent in order to serve •	
suppliers as well as shipyards and ship owners/managers equally.

Proven track record

Does the e-commerce platform have real and extensive trading experience •	
between multiple buyers and multiple suppliers?
You need:  •	
A connection to hundreds or thousands of trading partners, not just to a few.
ShipServ and TradeNet enables 2,000,000 transactions annually between over •	
100 shipyards and ship owners/managers and 6,000+ suppliers. As a reference 
check out the TradeNet Member List at www.shipserv.com.

Customer Service

Does the e-commerce platform have 24/7 customer support dedicated to •	
e-commerce?
You need: •	
A complete e-commerce solution, backed by a dedicated professional team.
ShipServ’s Customer Service Representatives in Copenhagen, Hong •	
Kong, Manila and New Jersey are staffed by experienced professionals 
that understand shipping and technology, and who are trained to make 
e-commerce work for you and your trading partners anytime and anywhere in 
the world.

Shipping software integration experience

Does the e-commerce platform work with commonly used shipping software •	
systems?
You need: •	
A platform with proven ability to integrate with your current and future 
software systems.
ShipServ has live integrations into Spectec, ShipNet, Consultas, BASS, ABS, •	
Logimatic, Danaos and several other systems – all based on the industry 
standard MTML. It also works with systems built in-house.

www.shipserv.com info@shipserv.com

ShipServ Ltd
Building 3, Chiswick Park 
566 Chiswick High Road

London W4 5YA
United Kingdom
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Extensive supplier base

Does the e-commerce platform have a broad base of suppliers actively trading?•	
You need: •	
A platform with proven ability to work with multiple suppliers within all 
segments.
ShipServ TradeNet connects 6,000+ suppliers, including companies such as •	
Aalborg Industries, Ashland Drew Marine, EMS Ship Supply, FAMM, Fuji, 
Hempel, International Paint, Lagaay International Apotheek, MacGregor, MAN 
B&W, Seven Seas, Wartsila and many more.

Choice of trading partners

Can you trade freely with any supplier on the platform?•	
You need:  •	
To be free to to trade electronically with any supplier without any special 
obligations.
ShipServ provides equal support to companies which compete with each other •	
enabling you to change easily from one to another, whether on an ad hoc 
basis or at the end of a long-term contract. ShipServ’s solutions for suppliers 
cater for small local ship suppliers to the largest OEM’s, contract suppliers and 
trading houses. The result is a very rapid enablement of virtually all of your 
suppliers with the goal of near-100% participation for all relevant transactions. 

Changing ship management system

If you decide to change your system, how easy is it for you to transfer your •	
e-commerce activity to your new software platform?
You need: •	
To know that your new system will preserve your e-commerce data and 
relationships.
ShipServ’s support for all leading software solutions means that any software •	
change should be seamless enabling you to continue trading form one day to 
the next.
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Savings on procurement side impact business results:

“A 1% savings on the procurement side equals about 10% 
revenue increase on the chartering side. Time savings in the 
purchasing process at Vroon Offshore also made it possible 
to increase fleet size by 30% without additional staff.”

Bart van Doorn
Vroon B.V.
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Price

Does the pricing structure encourage all parties in the ship supply chain to •	
participate on an equal basis?
You should consider: •	
Nothing comes for free. The influence on future directions goes with the 
money – he who pays the bill sets the direction.
ShipServ charges all parties connected to TradeNet since all participants in •	
the ship supply chain experience benefits from using electronic Ship Supply 
Management (eSSM) solutions.

Organisation

Is the organisation well-structured and large enough to handle a growing •	
customer base?
You need: •	
To have an e-commerce partner with a large organisation to support you 
before, during, and after the implementation process.
ShipServ was founded in 1999 and now has a strong organisation based in •	
London, Copenhagen, Dubai, Hong Kong, Manila, Miami, New Jersey, Oslo, 
and Singapore. A close co-operation between the various departments ensures 
a smooth daily operation focused on the customers’ needs.

Industry benchmarking

Can you get access to industry performance figures for benchmarking •	
purposes?
You need: •	
To measure your performance and compare it with industry peers.
ShipServ’s neutral position means that its customers trust it to provide •	
accurate independent KPI’S based on all TradeNet members aggregated data. 
ShipServ’s Business Intelligence module gives you access to low, average 
and high performance KPI’s for selected processes – through analysing the 
hundreds of thousands transactions made every quarter by its 100 shipping 
company members, BUT always preserving the confidentiality of an individual 
member’s data.
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Optimized procurement process:

“My purchasers would never go back to the old ways of doing 
business and whenever possible prefer suppliers that are  
TradeNet-enabled.”

Kristin Haugen, Hoegh Fleet Services


